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PARENT PERSPECTIVES
This issue of Parent Perspectives is a collection of
testimonials from a coach in Turkey and an alumnus
from Kentucky. These are just a few examples of the
life-changing experiences that Future Problem
Solving can provide!
Message from Marianne Solomon, Executive
Director of Future Problem Solving Program
International
Since October 2012, the FPSPI Parent
Perspectives has been distributed around the
globe to parents and supporters of Future
Problem Solving Programs. During this time,
the Parent Outreach Committee has devoted
time and expertise to express the importance
of Future Problem Solving in the lives of so
many students.
In this 40th volume, I would like to recognize the Affiliate Directors of
various FPS programs who wrote and submitted articles from
coaches, parents, and spouses. Without these devoted people, this
newsletter would not have been possible.
Melissa Cody, Nebraska
Gretchen Hundertmark, Alaska
Deb Morali, Mississippi
Lalitha Nair, Malaysia

Cyd Rogers, Texas
Carole Savitsky, Indiana
Carolyn Tragresser, Idaho
Deb Woythal, Iowa

Cyd Rogers and Deb Woythal, Co-chairs of Parent Outreach
Committee/Advisory Group, went well beyond expectations by
soliciting articles, rounding up alumni for contributions, maintaining
a timeline, and working with FPS International Office to finalize the
publications. Cyd deserves a special thanks for the creation of each
publication – which she did with such a creative flair!
As I prepare to leave my role as Executive Director with FPSPI, I
extend my thanks to all who kept this newsletter interesting and
meaningful to so many readers. I hope that directors, parents, and
FPS alumni will step forward to contribute their stories so that FPSPI
Parent Perspectives will continue to share the critical need in today’s
world for problem solving utilizing creativity and critical thinking,
collaboration, communication, and competition. Please contact Deb
Woythal to become involved.
Cheers - Marianne

A note from the Editors:
We hope you enjoy this issue! We always find the
testimonials so powerful that we share as many as we get.
We typically do not change them at all and share them
with you as they are submitted.
We are always looking for more testimonials! We
especially love hearing how our FPS-ers apply their
problem solving skills in their college, adult, and
professional lives.
We look forward to many more stories of FPS.
You may submit a testimonial any time during the year
to dwoythal@gmail.com or brad@fpspi.org.
“The genius of the future will be the
creative mind adapting itself to the
shape of things to come.” ~ E. Paul
Torrance

Did You Know?
• The FPS Program was established in 1974 by Dr. E.
Paul Torrance and his wife, Pansy.
• It is estimated that over 250,000 students across the
globe participate in FPS in some way.
• There are currently 41 Affiliates and 15+ Mentored
Regions in the FPSPI global network.
• FPS offers activities and events for participants in
Kindergarden to Adults.
• YOU can vote on competition topics by going to the
website www.fpspi.org

We make choices.
My best one was my enrollment in the Turkish Future Problem Solving/
Mentored Region Program, in 2012. The Program generously opened its
doors to me and both my personal and institutional connections. We all
have been enjoying the wonders of the program ever since. My adventure
which had started as an FPS mother went on as a CmPS, Scenario Writing,
Scenario Performance and GIPS coach. This year I have been experiencing
the evaluator and board member responsibility.
The essence of FPS program, to my view, is that all dynamics concerned
are supposed to contribute to the development of a POSITIVE
PERCEPTION of the future in the minds of all participants. In this very
respect, training of coaches counts primarily earnest.
Coach Fatma Esin teaching about the
FPS Category List.

What framework of the future is expected to project is meliorism (the
belief that the world can be made better by human effort) rather than
disenchantment. The idea here does not mean to promote being “eyeswide-shut” to the concreteness of the rational stuff going on. On the
contrary, the heart of the program keeps participants alert to a degree of
tentativeness and recommends to be “eyes-wide-open” to all sides of the
issues. This is what the Category List counts for, basically.
I was given a chance of explaining this crucial aspect of FPSPI to a group
of highly motivated Turkish teachers on 11th of November. Within the
course of a symposium ‘’The Learning Symphony’’ hosted by Private
Çevre Schools in İstanbul, I had the precious opportunity to share a
compact summary of the Program whose backbone rests on thinking skills
while underlying the importance of the element of positiveness when
teaching those skills to students.
Disillusioned by a negative perception of the future, it seems almost
impossible for those fresh brains to be hopeful for tomorrow. This, in
return, would bring the risk to “throw in the towel,” rather than working
for the design of a better future for humanity.
Problems are inevitable, and we, FPS coaches, should believe that creative
solutions come out of innovative minds fed by/with the power of the
positive thinking.
Off we go, then !!

Fatma is a coach/evaluator/board member in the
Mentored Region of Turkey. This region is
mentored by

